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Unlock Value from

ERP

C L O U D  E R P  R E P R E S E N T S  A
T R A N S F O R M A T I V E
O P P O R T U N I T Y  T O  I N C R E A S E
E F F I C I E N C Y  A N D  R E D U C E
C O S T S .

For most reading this paper, cloud software, in a
former guise, meant accessing pages of information,
images and advertisements through a web browser.
Little thought had been invested in the possibility of
running an application, database or even an entire
enterprise in this fashion.  Our saviour, 2-tier client
server architecture came to save us from
spreadsheets, character-based terminal entry and
created a personal world on desktops.   

Oracle's CEO Larry Ellison originally envisioned a low-
cost device that accesses applications and information
from a central computer, this Network Computer
Architecture, back in the 1990s, would be a vision that
has now come into reality with set-top boxes and the
multitude of other streaming devices.

Roll forward to now.  "Now" arguably started around
five years ago, "Now" is here to stay. "Now" is cloud,
"Now" is your future and that of your organization,
staff, competitors and how businesses will survive.

Organizations must have a dynamic operating model
facilitated by clear and accurate reporting with best
practice business processes to turn any trace of pain,
indecision or reticence into risk mitigation and un-
rivalled confidence.

This briefing paper explains why you and your
organization should become cloud champions and
how to prepare your business to maximize the
potential benefits. 

MOVING ERP TO THE CLOUD
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The  Future is 

AUTONOMOUS

In discussions with our client's we have had heard
the following statements time and again from
CFOs and CIOs:

- "We must move to the cloud; our competitors are
already there."
- "The last conference I went to was an
embarrassment; everybody says they are in the
cloud."
- "Our business optimization through technology is
flat; we are seen as a facilitator and not a value
creator."
- "Our KPIs are met but rarely exceeded."
- "Not another upgrade, disaster recovery event,
emergency patch and weekend working; the
portfolio is so congested."
- "I assured the board I would not be asking for a
significant CapEx spend this year."
- "Cloud is difficult; we have too many
customizations."
- "Change management is complex, and the
business won't buy into adopting Oracle Cloud
best practice."
- "If I move to cloud I lose control of my
applications, functionality, data and hardware."
- "If I move to cloud the security and networks
teams within our organization will not be happy."

T H E  C O N C E R N S  &  P R O M I S E S  O F  C L O U D  E R P

A U T O M A T I O N

I N T E L L I G E N C E

I N N O V A T I O N

Take advantage of robotic process
automation to remove manual processes

Built-in intelligence in key areas such as
analytics and predictive models

Use a modern platform to transform
target operating models
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The thoughts shared by our customers are natural
but imagine taking the anxiety away and allowing
you and your team to focus on growth and not
risk.  Enjoy standardization and not chaos, with a
total cost of ownership that is the envy of the
competition. 

Organizations have several options to move ERP to
the cloud.  The approach is informed by their
applications strategy, risk and cost appetite,
hardware and data centre strategy and overall
business maturity.

These options are five principles of migration and
adoption:

F I V E  O P T I O N S  F O R  Y O U R  F U T U R E  E R P  P L A T F O R M  

1 .  S T A Y  A S  I S

Advantages

Minimal change to business and technology
Continued licensing

Ongoing hardware and hosting costs
Minimum new functionality
Innovation is limited
End of life support

Disadvantages

2 .  A S  I S  T O  I A A S *

Advantages

Minimal change to business and technology
Continued licensing
DR is largely maintained

Disadvantages

Minimal mobile functionality
Minimal new functionality and support
Transition of platform required

3 .  1 2 X  U P G R A D E  /  S A A S

Advantages

12x extended support options 
Continued licensing
Mobile functionality

Disadvantages

Upgrade or re-implementation required 
Business disruption

4 .  E B S  +  C L O U D  

Advantages

Move to cloud in a modular approach
minimizing disruption
Continued licensing
Mix of best of breed functionality

Disadvantages

Potential change and technology
implementation required
New integration requirements

5 .  F U L L  C L O U D  E R P

Advantages

Best of breed functionality with superior ROI
Continued licensing
Fully mobile applications
Full Oracle support & investment for the future
Automated and less disruptive upgrades

Disadvantages

New licensing subscription
Business disruption change and training
required
Data migration effort*Infrastructure-as-a-Service
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Get ready for 

CLOUD

G E T  R E A D Y  F O R  C L O U D
For those of you that remember when Oracle
Corporation would ship their latest offerings on
CDs in a brown cardboard box, to then create a
development environment to install version
x.xx.x.xxx.x.x.b things have changed. So, what are
the significant considerations we now need to be
ready for when considering a move to the cloud?.

1. Your organization requires transformational
leadership promoting a culture of business change
and management.  It is essential that your
business leaders embrace, encourage and
empower this culture — the journey towards the
cloud results in business process harmonization
and standardization to best practice.

B U S I N E S S  &  F U N C T I O N A L  P R E P A R A T I O N

2. Establish a Delivery Framework that is a
technology and business delivery experience that
harnesses the strength of people, behaviour and
knowledge.  Only when all three are combined, will
you achieve a return on investment. This
framework shall allow controlled, clean and
traceable delivery spending time on the right
things with the right people at the right time.

3. Start your transformation first looking at the
stakeholders, organizational structure and
behaviour which then informs how the programme
shall be initiated or changed in line with this
business case delivery.

4. Ensure that your cost-benefit analysis underpins
what you do and why you do it with all outcomes
justified, cost-effective and real.

5. Ensure that your teams see that you are
investing in the organization and them which in
turn promotes higher willingness to adapt and
improve productivity.
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6. Business Process Standardization is vital.
Standardization of procedures will put your
organization in a better place internally, with
regulators and integration to other organizations. 
For this activity to survive each business process
owner must be empowered and willing to drive
best practice functionality from Oracle Cloud ERP.

7. Better cross-functional alignment and
integration will allow your shared service functions
to be genuinely centralized and improved through
the use of AI and Robotic Automation.  This will
result in a significant business improvement
allowing you to automate traditional transaction
work.

8. ERP improvement is a continuous journey;
however, a journey to the cloud is the chief
enabler allowing for closer and cleaner data and
analytics.  Analyze your data requirements early at
the same time as process demonstrations or
conference room pilots.

9. Transformation to the cloud is viewed as a
benchmark of success within the finance
leadership community advertising externally that
an organization is embracing best practice while
optimizing core activities.  There is tremendous
support from Oracle and their partners to help
finance leaders be successful.

10. Through innovation, you can increase value to
your stakeholders and shareholders while
identifying new opportunities for revenue growth.
You will be in a much better position to launch
new products having a better understanding of
our organization and being able to forecast with
increased certainty. Your organization will be fit for
purpose for the new digital age.

11. Identify which of your use cases are the most
important and migrate these first.

12. Your organization will be eager to ensure the
transformation is a success. You should set
realistic expectations within the business case and
re-evaluate KPIs as required.  Be aware that every
part of your organization will have their hopes,
reasons and benefits for transitioning to the cloud.
Aligning these and gaining their buy-in is crucial.

T E C H N I C A L  &  S Y S T E M S  S U P P O R T

1. Decide the overall migration approach of your
application.  Oracle call this "The 7 R's":

• Retire -- application is end of life
• Retain -- leave as is, no migration
• Rehost -- lift & shift, minimum changes
• Replatform -- move to cloud aligned technology
• Refactor -- leverage common cloud services
• Reuse -- consolidate, develop common products
• Replace -- with SaaS, build cloud native apps

2. It is crucial to develop your migration strategy
early and not leave this design to the cutover
phase.  Technical Architecture has just as an
essential role to play as Solutions Architecture
even though this is a Cloud migration.  Migration
can be the most challenging aspect of your
transformation especially if the integration
landscape is made up of different technologies
without a master data management solution in
place.

3. Understand in detail what you are moving to the
cloud from the outset but also design a roadmap
for full cloud adoption at this point. This roadmap
will define all activities for the transformation
program.
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4. Understand how the Oracle Cloud platform will
technically integrate along with side business
process integration between systems.  Importantly
document your migration strategy and
communication to both the business and technical
teams.

5. Identify a partner who will assist or run the
implementation and maintain in a post-go-live BAU
state.

6. Deployments and upgrades will potentially
require business downtime and training.
Understand how this will fit around your
organization.

Build your transformation with support in mind. 
Understand how the shape of your IT and
Business Support functions will look during and
after the transformation. Service Transition design
and planning is vital to smooth post-go-live.  In
particular, Service Transition should focus on:

The roles of the current support organization
and how they would change including the
development of staff and encouragement to
learn new skills.
Who will control application deployment,
configuration and take control of change
management?  Setting up a RACI matrix of
responsibilities and communicating this will set
your organization up for post-go-live success.
The cloud adoption route will determine how
many roles are played by the existing IT
department and how many are performed by a
Support Partner.  The closer your solution
moves to the full cloud, the fewer maintenance
resources will be required.  The traditional help
desk will remain and technical upgrade
resources less needed.
Your IT organization can play a significant role
in your Oracle cloud transformation.
Comprehensive reporting, through an Oracle
application called "My Account" will enable your
teams to make decisions on the future of your
business and technology function.
Oracle publishes its maintenance schedule well
in advance for customers to plan. Routine
maintenance takes place on 1st, 2nd or 3rd
Friday of each month with customers being
notified seven days in advance.

In the next section of this strategy briefing we
explore some of the key constraints to consider
when assessing a complete move to cloud.

7. End-to-End environment lead-time and
availability is critical to successful testing and
adoption.  Management of this area is a vital
success factor of any cloud implementation. 
Without it, delivery dates will not be reliable.

8. Analyze all components of the architecture to
ensure certified interoperability between vendors. 
This approach will provide better support and
more effective Service Level Agreements between
you and your partners.

E F F E C T I V E  S U P P O R T  M O D E L S
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The  Future is 

PREDICTIVE

In certain circumstances it will not be possible to
adopt a 100% cloud only adoption strategy;
however, this should not hamper your appetite to
do so.  These constraints may be:

P O S S I B L E  C L O U D  M I G R A T I O N  C O N S T R A I N T S

Data Sovereignty. Your organization, regulators
or country-specific localizations may dictate
that all or some aspects of your data may not
be held outside of your organization or in a
data centre outside of your country/region.  In a
Cloud PaaS or SaaS solution, Oracle will manage
the hardware and software; however, they will
not have access to your or your customer's
data.

Your business may, to maintain Service Level
Agreements, state that your business needs to
be in control of certain operations such as
Networks (including VPNs) and Firewalls, Load
Balancing, Performance and Hardware.

Performance and Latency.  Cloud solutions
rarely offer zero end-to-end system latency. 
Especially if mainframe systems are accessed or
integration/batch routines are not in real-time
and require access from multiple data sources.

Cloud Security Architecture requires specialist
design and implementation attention.  Security
measures must be layered (potentially through
complex implementation) within your
organization and any external suppliers.  Some
of the benefits of Oracle Cloud are that of
elasticity, self-service and resource pooling
which can go against traditional IT department
policies and technology.  Cloud access control
will differ internally to that of an off-premise
system.  Again, a reason to invest in technical
architecture during the transformation design
phase.  All of the considerations will be a crucial
factor of a security audit within your
organization.  Although Oracle has built
powerful breach and access defences into their
cloud architecture, there will always be
potential threats.  Federated Single Sign-On can
easily be integrated into the Oracle Cloud
solution.  The recommended approach is to
discuss security integration requirements with
experienced systems integration experts with
cloud security experience.

If any of the above situations are critical for your
organization, then an on-premise cloud solution
gives you the cloud capability while taking
advantage of all of the cloud software functionality
and benefits.
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H O W  Q U B I X  C A N  H E L P  Y O U  S U C C E E D  I N  T H E  C L O U D

Qubix is a global award-winning Oracle partner,
long recognized for our customer success in
helping businesses transform to adopt the Oracle
cloud.

Unlike the "Big Four" we offer affordable,
pragmatic and proven advice, methods and tools
that mitigate risk and accelerate time to value for
our client's as they move to cloud.

Our team of experts have worked on some of
Oracle's most significant cloud migrations globally
and bring the wisdom gained from these
experiences to our clients in the form of
actionable insights and specific recommendations.
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A comprehensive set of services to guide your
strategy and create success in the cloud: 

Business case for change creation.
Business process review & optimization.
Creation of functional & technical roadmaps.
Gap analysis against current on-premises ERP.
Current customisations impact analysis.
Change management, training and go-live.
Global 24/5 help-desk support.

O R A C L E  C L O U D  E R P  E X P E R T I S E

EPM • ERP Financial Cloud • HCM Cloud • Oracle
Analytics Cloud • Advanced Analytics • PAAS • IAAS.


